DBG Meeting Notes for 10-18-21
In attendance: Mayor Rick, Jennie, Krista, Sarah, Naomi, Connie, Alysha and Gerry

Fire Hydrant Project: We have stopped this project until spring when the weather gets better again. Are
the paints needing to be stored in a climate control environment?
Alonso let me know at the City Council Meeting that he would like them stored where the temperature
is controlled. They were stored in the garage at the park and he said
that he will move them over to the shop.
Corner of Butteville and Main: Connie and I drafted a letter to send to Mr. Feller to further clarify that
we have permission to complete the project or not. Thanks to Connie for
The great help with editing the letter. I am sending it off tonight!
Holiday Parade and Events: Talked about the following items…We will do the same parade as last year.
Alonso has agreed to head up the parade like he did last year. Eric said
he will check on the police and fire department being involved. Krista is making a letter to the
businesses in town to see if they would like to participate by sharing what kinds of
things our citizens can purchase for gifts and bring in more business to them at the same time. More to
follow on this. I will talk to Troy to see if we can get cookies and hot chocolate
donated. We have some leftover bags that we can give ont to the children which have a Christmas craft
in them. We think we could have them stop by the DCC for a cookie and
some hot chocolate and a baggy with the craft. We will keep this activity Covid safe!!! We also talked
about having pictures in the windows on Main Street. I found the ones at the
DCC and they are pretty well crumpled up. I will see if maybe I can iron them out and reuse. There were
also some at the City Hall. Also talk about coloring contest, etc. We set the
Parade for December 10th the second Friday of month) at 6PM. People in the parade should meet at GK
Parking lot to lined up at 5PM. Also discussed letters to Santa and seeing
If we can get Santa again this year.
Woodburn Chamber: Connie talked to us about this. She is on a new committee which is being done by
Woodburn. They are doing a Web Site to let the young adults and as
well as adults know that there are a lot of jobs available in our area. The goal is to attract local people
and let them know that there are jobs available in our area. This sounds like
a wonderful thing!
Krista, Alysha and I are working on combining our ideas from the conference for Main Street. There
were many and I feel it will be helpful when we start talking about our next
Projects.
Our next meeting is scheduled for November 8th, 2021 at 6:30pm on Webex. The meeting was made
earlier so that we can make sure we have the Christmas events all organized
and ready to go.
Gerry, DBG Secretary

